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Digital Economy “The term which uses in the Economic transactions that takes 
place on the internet.  It is also known as “Web Economy”, with advent technology 
and the process of globalization, the digital and traditional Economics are 
amalgamate into one.  Digital Economy is basing on digital and computing 
technologies.  Digitalization is useful to establish the relationship between digital 
and productivity growth and between digitalization employment, wellbeing and 
development. It is widely accepted that the growth of digital Economy has wide 
spread impact on the whole Economy. Digital Economy has given rise to many new 
trends and start-up ideas. All most all of the companies in the world like Apple, 
Microsoft, Amazon, and Google are framing the digital world. 

The exponential growth in digitalization and Internet connectivity is the back bone 
of the modern Economic systems. It has to prospective to propel societies forward, 
enable innovative business models and help government address legitimate policy 
concerns. In the recent years digitalization, the mass adoption of connected 
governments, has emerged as a major driver and enable or of Socio Economic 
benefits, indeed in spite of unfavorable Economic conditions digitalization can play 
a key role in assisting policy matters to speded economic growth and employment. 
Across developed Economic digitalization improves productivity and has a 
measurable effect on growth. 

In this paper an attempt is made to analyze the merits and demerits of the digital 
Economy and future skills also discussed in this paper. 
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1. Introduction 
Digital economy is one collective term for all economic transactions that occur on the internet. It is also known as 

the Web Economy or the Internet Economy. With the advent of technology and the process of globalization, the digital and 

traditional economies are merging into one. Let us learn more about this concept of digital economy. 

The term 'Digital Economy' was first mentioned in Japan by a Japanese professor and research economist in 

the midst of Japan's recession in the 1990s. In the west the term followed and was coined in Don Tapscott's 1995 

book The Digital Economy: Promise and Peril in the Age of Networked Intelligence.[1] This was among the first books 

to consider how the Internet would change the way we did business.[2] 

In this new economy, digital networking and communication infrastructures provide a global platform over 

which people and organizations devise strategies, interact, communicate, collaborate and search for information. 

More recently,[3] Digital Economy has been defined as the branch of economics studying zero marginal cost 

intangible goods over the Net. 

2. Significance of the digital economy 

The digital economy is developing rapidly worldwide. It is the single most important driver of innovation, 

competitiveness and growth, and it holds huge potential for entrepreneurs and small and medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs). Unfortunately, only two percent of European enterprises are currently taking full advantage of new digital 

opportunities. How businesses adopt digital technologies will be a key determinant of their future growth. 

New digital trends such as cloud computing, mobile web services, smart grids, and social media, are 

radically changing the business landscape, reshaping the nature of work, the boundaries of enterprises and the 

responsibilities of business leaders. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Don_Tapscott
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_economy#cite_note-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_economy#cite_note-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_economy#cite_note-6
http://digitalbirmingham.co.uk/blog/2016/09/07/the-importance-of-the-digital-economy/
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These trends enable more than just technological innovation. They spur innovation in business models, 

business networking and the transfer of knowledge and access to international markets. 

Right information to the right user at the right time has been the aim of information professionals. Recent 

developments in the information and communication technologies, especially the Internet and the Web based 

technologies have brought significant changes in the ways the information generate, distribute, access and use. 

These technologies play an important role to minimize the problems in using information at its earliest. For a long 

time, we have been using printed information sources which are made available to us by the efficient efforts of 

publishers, booksellers, librarians and information scientists. But, with the introduction of information technology so 

many steps have been taken to reduce the efforts in accessing the information in a short span of time. One of the 

significant application of IT is the digitization of knowledge i.e., to convert the printed information in the digital form 

and made available for use with the help of computer networks. This has changed the whole scenario of information 

world.  

2.1 Digitization 

In, today‘s digital society, all knowledge is divided into two binary strings, 0s and 1s that codified the data, 

which allow people to create, control, and share data in ways that to be revolutionary. According to Pearce-Moses 

(2005) ―Digitization is the process of transforming analog material into binary electronic (digital) form, especially for 

storage and use in a computer. Digitization converts materials from analog formats that can be read by people to a 

digital format that can be read only by machines. The devices like scanner, cameras, and a number of other devices 

can be used to digitize knowledge contents. These technologies allow the digitization of almost all types of materials, 

including paper documents, rare documents, photographs, sound recordings, and motion pictures. Information is 

created in various formats at an accelerating rate through various media and it is become increasingly complicated to 

remain abreast in this overflow of literature without the help of information technology. Digitization improves access to 

information resources. Digital projects allow users to search for collections rapidly and comprehensively from 

anywhere at any time. The process of digitization makes the invisible to be visible. A number of users can access the 

same document at the same time without hindrance. It also removes the trouble of distance, as users do not have to 

travel to locations that possess the hard copies of materials. 

2.2 Necessity for Digitisation 

The basic idea of digitization is to make full use of ICT facilities for accessing worldwide resources and 

beneficial for society at the same time. As going digital is the need of the hour, to remain environment healthy and 

safe. Different organizations are involved in digitizing their material because they remain influenced of the enduring 

value of such resources for learning. Digitization also raises the reputation of the institutions as global users can 

know the institutional collection and utilize these resources from distant locations. The main reasons to digitize are to 

enhance access and improve preservation. By digitizing their collection, institutions can make information accessible 

that was previously only available to a select group of users. Digitization can also help preserve materials making 

high-quality digital images available electronically and may reduce wear and tear on brittle and fragile documents. 

2.3 Advantages Of Digitization 

Developing a digital substitute of rare, brittle or fragile original documents can provide access to users while 

preventing the original from damage by handling or display. This is the motivation behind the digitization of many 

artifacts. Following are the certain benefits of digitization.  

▪ The documents can be viewed from anywhere, at any time of the day  

▪ The documents can be printed directly from the web  

▪ Users can find what they are looking for promptly and independently  

▪ It can save staff reference time by answering frequently asked questions on the web  

▪ It can enhance images electronically so that they can be viewed with greater legibility  

▪ It increases use of collections and facilitates learning and scholarship  

▪ The documents do not have to be re-shelved or located by staff  

▪ The documents are not handled frequently which lessen wear and tear  
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2.4 Effects Of Digitization On Economy 

The consequences of the developments in the technicalities of Information and Communication Technology 

introduce the concept of digitization. The transformation from print to digital media for communication of information 

to the larger community is resulted from the growth of the Internet and now enables the tremendous amount of 

information accessible to everyone. By the process of digitization, knowledge to an ever greater amount is being 

produced, processed, communicated and preserved digitally. The economics related to the concept of digitization is 

two-fold. The first one, how economic is the process of digitization? and second, its impact on the economy of the 

countries.  

 

2.5 Digitization: Is It Economical?  

The economy related to the process of digitization is mainly realized through the ways that involves in 

creation, preservation, dissemination and use of digital information. Digitization of information seems to be quite 

valuable and economical for the present society. However, the process of digitization at its preliminary stages is not 

considered economical, but its inexpensive impact can be realized in later stages, in terms of increasing returns, zero 

marginal cost and long-term usage of digitized content by the larger community. Digitization, despite being expensive 

at the initiative level such as designing a website, scanning of documents, well-edited text and navigational aids, fast 

hardware, software packages and good connections/ bandwidths, continual migration to new technology, etc., it 

saves much of the production costs and reasonable in comparison to the conventional form of distributing system of 

information. The cost that saves in the digitizing technology is other way round and it reduces the marginal cost of 

production of documents. The cost lie in the staff digitizing the work, the computer system and the effective flow of 

information over the internet is mainly fixed cost or first copy cost. The marginal cost of issuing many copies of one 

document is quite less. Digitization provides long-term benefits for the society, although it may take many years to 

realize these benefits fully. Thus, the economy of digitization involves short-term investments and in return get long 

run benefits.  

 

2.6 Trend Of Employment  

The introduction and advancement in Information and Communication Technology has a greater impact on 

employment, as it creates more jobs in the IT sector, which may be related to software development, Outsourcing, 

hardware manufacturing and other IT related businesses. In addition, the impact of these technologies has been 

realized on other service sectors, like in trade, industry, financial and health care services. El-Darwiche, Singh & 

Ganediwalla, (2012) presented a Booz & Company‘s econometric that analyzed a reduction in nation‘s 

unemployment rate by 0.84 % due to 10% increase in digital activities. By the advancement in digitization related 

activities, there an estimated 19 million jobs were added to the global economy from 2009 to 2010. During 2007 to 

2008, a more five percent increase is seen in estimated 18 million jobs. 

3. Appraisal Of Digitalisation On Economy  

It is useful to start with a brief overview of empirical work undertaken to establish the relationships between 

digitalization and productivity growth, and between digitalization, employment, well-being, and development. A large 

body of evidence has emerged on the relationship between digital technologies and productivity growth. 

4. Digital Economy For India;  

“THE DIGITAL ECONOMY CALLS FOR A NEW KIND OF OVERSIGHT” The digital economy is expected to 

produce new market growth opportunities and jobs and become the biggest business opportunity of mankind in the 

next 20 to 30 years. India, consists 15% of the world population and with a growth rate of 7% to 8% on an average, 

could be the second largest economy by 2030.9 India’s new leadership contemplates the digital economy as a major 

growth enabler and the emphasis on programmes like DIGITAL INDIA are a testimony to this fact. 

Apart from the above three important regulatory frameworks, the competition regulators should also take call 

on the following things, which is given below to ensure healthy and sustainable competition in the economy arises 

from the growth of digital economy:  

• Call for the national digital strategies to close the access and usage gaps and make sure that the Internet is for 

all.  

• Boost the investment opportunities in the digital infrastructures and their key enablers by providing them a 

hassle-free environment for the investment.  
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• Improve framework policies to foster the financing of digital infrastructure, including data and innovative new 

business models for the digital economy.  

• To support the IOT and industries, they should encourage the development of standards and standards-based 

interoperability.  

• Ensure the healthy and equitable competition in the ICT sector and across the economy.  

• Develop a national privacy and strong security risk management strategies and improve the interoperability 

among the frameworks.  

• Craft more effective strategies that enable all people to adapt to and excel in the digital economy.  

• Support SMEs in reaping the benefits of digitalization and addressing the challenges.  

• Protection of consumers should be promoted in the digital era.  

• Adapt legal frameworks to the realities of an increasingly digital and data-driven global economy and improve 

measurement.  

4.1 Uses of Digital Economy 

Digital economy has given rise to many new trends and start-up ideas. Almost all of the biggest companies in the 

world (Google, Apple, Microsoft, Amazon) are from the digital world. Let us look at some important merits of the digital 

economy. 

4.1.1  Fosters the Use of the Internet 

If you think about it, most of your daily work can today be done on the internet. The massive growth of 

technology and the internet that began in the USA is now a worldwide network. So there is a dramatic rise in the 

investment on all things related – hardware, technological research, software, services, digital communication etc. And so 

this economy has ensured that the internet is here to stay and so are web-based businesses. 

4.1.2 Accelerate E-Commerce 

The businesses that adapted and adopted the internet and embraced online business in the last decade have 

flourished. The digital economy has pushed the e-commerce sector into overdrive. Not just direct selling but buying, 

distribution, marketing, creating, selling have all become easier due to the digital economy. 

4.1.3 Digital Goods and Services 
Gone are the days of Movie DVD and Music CD’s or records. Now, these goods are available to us digitally. 

There is no need for any tangible products anymore. Same is true for services like banking, insurance etc. There is no 

need to visit your bank if you can do every transaction online. So certain goods and services have been completely 

digitized in this digital economy. 

4.4.4  Clear and True View of Transaction 

Most transactions and their payment in the digital economy happen online. Cash transactions are becoming rare. 

This helps reduce the black money and corruption in the market and make the economy more transparent. In fact, during 

the demonetization, the government made a push for online transactions to promote the web economy. 

4.2 Drawback of Digital Economy 

4.2.1 Reduction in Employment 

The more we depend on technology, the less we depend on human resources. The advancement of the digital 

economy may lead to the loss of many jobs. As the processes get more automated, the requirement for human 

resources reduces. Take the example of online banking itself. 

4.2.2 Dearth of E-Professionals  

Digital economy requires complex processes and technologies. To build the platforms and their upkeep require 

experts and trained professionals. These are not readily available, especially in rural and semi-rural areas. 

   4.2.3 Huge amount of Investment 

Digital economy requires a strong infrastructure, high functioning Internet, strong mobile networks and 

telecommunication. All of this is a time consuming and investment heavy process. In a developing country like ours, 

development of the infrastructure and network is a very slow, tedious and costly process. 
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5. Conclusion  

Digital conversion of print sources has improved rapidly in the past few years. Digitization is the social 

transformation started by the massive adoption of digital technologies to generate, process, share and manage digital 

information. Digitization is an inclusive technique of preservation and access by which all the institution‘s assets are 

transformed into digital and creating high-quality copies in digital format. It provides advanced opportunities for 

preservation and access to knowledge contents, also it changes the ways in which collections are used and 

accessed. Emerging digitization initiatives and ways in which institutions are becoming digital are causing various 

effects on economy, society and academics as well. These radical and rapid changes make the information 

presentation and distribution more rapid, open, and global access to the information than has been available in the 

past. In addition, converting material from analog to digital format reduces some of the costs included in digitization 

operations for providing access to print sources. However, the digital copies should not be a replacement for the 

original items of knowledge. Digital files are not permanent and should need a regular maintenance and 

transformation to newer formats. For utilizing the full benefits from digitization, organizations should select the 

material carefully for digitization and digitize only those items that will provide the maximum benefit to both 

administrator and user. Because, successful digital projects are the outcome of careful evaluation of collections, and 

also, careful assessment of the institution‘s goals and priorities and development of thoughtful strategies will assure 

that meaningful, high-quality digital versions are created, and that both original and digital assets are managed well 

over time.  

The exponential growth in digitization and Internet connectivity is the backbone of the modern economic 

systems. It has the potential to propel societies forward, enable innovative business models, and help governments 

address legitimate policy concerns. In the recent years, digitization, the mass adoption of 68 connected digital 

services by consumers, enterprises, and governments, has emerged as a major driver and enabler of socioeconomic 

benefits. Indeed, despite unfavorable global economic conditions, digitization can play a key role in assisting 

policymakers to spur economic growth and employment. However, according to the management consulting firm 

Booz & Company’s econometric analysis, its impact on countries and sectors strongly varies. Across developed 

economies, digitization improves productivity and has a measurable effect on growth; 
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